Family tile makers since 1989
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Past & Present

Since 1666, handmade plain clay roof tiles adorn some of our most historic and
eyecatching buildings throughout the country.
Classic solutions and traditional technology unchanged for centuries - this is the
source of our inspiration. In our work we combine history with modernity, enriching
the 21st century’s aesthetics with the beauty of the past. Originality and uniqueness
are the features which distinguish our offer on the market and guarantee satisfaction
from the most demanding customers.
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Our roots…
We have grown together with our company, drawing from the experience and wisdom
of generations of ceramic artists. We know that the strength and future of our company
lie in wisdom, reliability and faith in our mission. We have been aware of this since 1989,
when we first started the production of our tiles. Today we are a leading producer of
handmade tiles, and our company’s production capacity can reach up to 10 milion tiles
per year.
As a family owned and run business, our strength and future are forged together in
trying to produce the most aesthetic and consistent tiles available.
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Tradition demands that....
We continue to be faithful to the century old traditions and craft that precede
today’s technology, and that we strive to use the best practises available to produce
the finest handmade tiles.
Our tiles are produced from our own high quality clay reserves, combined with
natural environmentally friendly materials, and fired in a coal fired Hoffman kiln.
Firing in this way bestows the tiles with their unique character and shades, which
is virtually impossible to recreate with gas fired kilns.
Once fired, tiles are unloaded, sorted and palleted by hand. This is our final
stage of quality assessment, as the human eye is the finest instrument to assess
the subtleties of the finished products.
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Our tiles

Traditional and Developer roof tiles have been highly popular in the UK for years. Customer
base is constantly increasing, as in other regions of Europe. Our tiles are appreciated for
classic elegance and the unique beauty of handmade products created with the greatest
attention to detail.
TRADITIONAL RANGE

DARK

MEDIUM

DEVELOPER RANGE
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Our finest range of tiles. With greater colour range and a much deeper texture, these tiles immediately
have the appearance of tiles that have been in place for years.

DARK

BROWN

RED

WEATHERED

HARVEST BLEND

BUFF

With a slightly smoother, less textured finish, the Developer range gives a more contemporary feel
to any new roof, and in the darker shades are perfect to match with old weathered clay tiles for
refurbishment projects.

MEDIUM

RED

BROWN

To complete any project we make a full range of purpose manufactured components.
Standard tiles measure 265mm x 165mm (or 10 ½ inches x 6½ inches), which cover the roof at 60 per square
metre. On pitch roofing, the tiles can be laid on any slope above 35 degrees, and in addition the tiles can be
hung vertically.

GABLE TILE

EAVE TILE

HALF ROUND RIDGE

HOG’S BACK RIDGE

BABY RIDGE

MONO RIDGE

BONNET HIP

ORNAMENTAL TILE
CLUB

UNIVERSAL VALLEY TILE

ORNAMENTAL TILE
FISHTAIL

EXTERNAL ANGLE (R/H)

ORNAMENTAL TILE
BULLNOSE

THIRD ROUND RIDGE

HALF ROUND VENTED RIDGE

EXTERNAL ANGLE (L/H)

BAT ACCESS TILES
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Traditional Projects

Our tiles emphasise an individual style of the building,
lending it a unique character and atmosphere. Accurate
workmanship will cause the tiles to become its sophisticated
feature as well as a permanent decoration.
With the long term beauty of handmade fired clay
products and skilled installation, the roof becomes
a permanent statement of individuality and style.

Traditional medium
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Traditional medium
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Traditional medium and dark mix

Developer medium
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Traditional medium

Traditional medium, dark and red mix

Developer dark
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Traditional medium and red mix

Quality guarantee
Quality control occurs at every step in the process, from our own raw
materials through to the finished product. With loading and unloading
of the kiln by hand, the tiles are visually checked before and after firing.
All batches of tiles are tested within the factory to BS EN 538 Flexural
strength, BS EN 539-1 Impermeability and BS EN 539-2 Frost Resistance.
Further samples of tiles are independently tested and certified in the
UK by Lucideon (formerly known as Ceram), approved by UKAS and
British Standards Institute. Our tiles were also tested by German Keramik
Institut GmbH.

All of our tiles come with a 30 year guarantee.
Ornamental tile on the roof
Hip tiles on the roof
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Hip and valley, where hip and valley tiles are applied

Technical Support
Individual specification sheets for each tile are available from our website, together
with many details available to download in dwg format.
We also provide an advisory service for designers and customers, and offer:
-technical advice and support,
-quantifying from plans,
-free product samples,
-site visits,
-manufacture of bespoke colours and textures.
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Traditional Clay Roof Tiles Ltd 1 Cottesbrooke Park Heartlands Business Park Daventry NN11 8YL
M: 07584 624744 T: 08008 886633 E: info@traditionalclayrooftiles.co.uk

www. traditionalclayrooftiles.co.uk

